Let N denote the set of natural numbers and let < ( ) be a mapping from N into itself. Then the composition transform- 
Prelimi naries
Let N denote the set of non-zero positive integers and l e t X be the measure on N defined by \({n}) = X = a for every n € N , where o 0 < a < 1 . Let I denote the space of a l l complex sequences such that If <j > is a mapping from N into i t s e l f , we define a composition trans- In Section 2 of t h i s paper we compute the adjoint of C. and, using t h i s , we characterise normal, unitary, and isometric composition operators. In Section 3 of t h i s paper invertible composition operators are characterised. If < J > i s a mapping on N into i t s e l f such that C. 6 B \l \ , then the measure A<J > i s absolutely continuous with respect to X . We denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative of A<j > with respect to X by f . In 2 the case of Z there i s a < j > such that < f > is not the identity map, but f= 1 (for example any bijection other than the i d e n t i t y ) . In the case 2 of Z-, i t i s not so, as is proved in the following lemma. Proof. Let <\> be the identity. Then <(>(«) = n for a l l n € N .
The converse is proved by induction. We f i r s t prove that <|>(l) = 1 .
Since / Q (w) = dX<))" 1 (n)/dXn = 1 , we get X(fi" 1 (n) = Xn for a l l n € N . 
Normal and unitary composition operators
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Ci is the adjoint of C. . In order to prove this theorem we need the following lemma. which shows that C, is not one-to-one. This is again a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem 3 . 1 .
